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Government House Conservation Project
 Extensive refurbishment required to catch up on maintenance and keep Government 

house functioning for the next 50yrs

 Conservation project is underway and set for completion in mid-2011

 Key functions include: Home for Governor General, place of work for GG, venue to 

host heads of state & venue for state/public ceremonies

 Constructed in 1910 to be the home of the Governor General

 Originally designed by the Public Works Department

 Category I historic building - A place of special or outstanding historical or cultural 

significance or value

 Total project value of 43 million (includes other buildings/works on the grounds)



Key Elements of the Refurbishment
 Internal fit-out to modernise and improve functionality

 New services – plumbing, drainage, heating, data etc…

 Services trench beneath the house that runs the full length of the main corridor

 Durability – including re-roofing and replacing stucco

 Restore some of the original features that have been lost over the years i.e. 

chimneys, loggia colonnade, parts of the conservatory  

 Seismic retrofit



Existing structure
 2-3 storey with a large central tower (about 22m to top of tower)

 Plan area of over 2000m2

 Heavy timber framed construction, clay tile roof, Jarrah weather boards & stucco cladding 

 Average overall weight 6.5kPa (including roof, ground & 1st floor and walls)

 Rimu framing throughout, 4.8m stud height on ground floor, 3.8m on the first floor

 Un-reinforced masonry foundation walls and piers 

 Other than minor strengthening works to foundations it is essentially original in terms of 

the seismic resisting structure. However it has previously undergone major 

additions/alterations



Existing Structure

 Majority of wall linings are fibrous plaster (16-20mm thick)

 Some walls lined with metal lath and plaster or timber lath and plaster

 200x50 or 150x50 Rimu studs

 Timber framed walls often incorporate cut-in timber cross-bracing

 Tongue & groove floors

 Timber lath & plaster ceilings

Timber lath Metal lath Fibrous plaster Timber framing



Experimental testing

 Experimental testing performed to determine the dependable 

shear strength of  the existing walls

 Two walls lined with fibrous plaster were isolated and tested 

by BRANZ

 Gave a understanding of the hysteretic behaviour

 Walls could not test to destruction as it would have damaged 

the surrounding historic fabric  i.e. the ceiling below



Experimental testing
 Force verses displacement response showed a shear strength in excess of 10kN/m

 Tested to a shear strain of 0.0025 (0.25% drift)

 Testing was stopped before strength degradation has occurred

 Hysteresis loop in the non-linear analysis was calibrated to the experimental 

response
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Analysis

 Performed non-linear time history analysis

 3D, non-linear plane stress elements with strength degradation and flexible floor 

diaphragms

 Over 20,000 degrees of freedom

 Material properties based on information gathered from experimental testing, 

NZSEE red book and FEMA 356

 Site soil category B, three EQ records scaled to NZS1170.5 with one including 

forward directivity



Analysis
 Set collapse prevention limit state for walls at a shear strain of 0.005

 Shear strain limit conservative, but reflects expected lower ductility due to timber cross-

braces

 Typical wall strength used was up to 8kN/m

 Natural period approximately 0.3 seconds in both directions

 Ran a series of analyses adjusting the EQ record scaling factor to determine the %NBS

 In its existing state - some areas just above earthquake prone levels but the majority of the 

house is much better

 Existing house is generally deficient  in bracing at the Eastern end due to large open 

spaces (ballroom, drawing room)



Retrofit scheme
 Voluntary seismic retrofit as it was classified as a residential dwelling

 Aim was to achieve as close as reasonably practical to current code

 Needed to minimise damage/interference to historic fabric

 Acceptable locations for strengthening outlined by heritage advisory team

 Retrofit could not be visible once refurbishment was complete

 Main component of retrofit is 28 steel cross braces (mixture of 1& 2 storey)

 Other features include ply diaphragms, ply shear walls and a blockwork wall and 

shotcrete overlays to URM foundation walls



Retrofit scheme

 Braces hidden within wall lines and can be installed by removing the wall lining from 

one face only

 Steel braces capacity designed and held down by weight of the house/foundations 

and mass concrete

 Steel braces on average provide 140kN (2800BU’s) of lateral resistance

 Steel braces chosen over ply bracing due to intricate 

cornices/skirtings and window surrounds

 Also, ply would not provide the strength required

 Accept some local areas will experience higher levels of 

damage

 Roof is braced longitudinally by steel braces and Gib walls



Current progress

 Started on site in January

 Excavation of services trench beneath the house is underway

 Linings are being stripped ready for the installation of the steel braces

 Expected completion early-2011
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